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Order Objects by Length Name  

Look at the Example. Then solve.

Example  

The pencils are lined up at one end   

They are ordered by length 

The     pencil is the shortest 

The     pencil is the longest 

1  

The       dog is the shortest 

The       dog is the longest 

2  
The       ribbon is the shortest 

The       ribbon is the longest 

black
gray
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3  

The       paintbrush is the longest 

The       paintbrush is the shortest 

4  

The       collar is the longest 

The       collar is the shortest 

5  Draw a red line that is shorter than this line 
Draw a blue line that is longer than this line  



Name  
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Look at the Example. Then solve.

1  Circle the shortest balloon 

Put an X on the tallest balloon 

2  Circle the shortest flower 

Put an X on the tallest flower 

Example 

The bats are ordered from shortest  
to tallest 

A circle is around the shortest bat 
An X is on the tallest bat 
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3  Circle the shortest rectangle 

Put an X on the tallest rectangle 

4  Circle the pencils that are in order from  
tallest to shortest 

     

5  Buzz says the black ribbon is the shortest 
Boom says the gray ribbon is the shortest 

Who is right? Circle 

    Buzz       Boom
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Look at the Example. Then solve.

1  Color the tallest rectangle red 

Color the shortest  
rectangle blue 

2  Circle the shortest  
paintbrush 

Put an X on the longest  
paintbrush 

Example Circle the crayon that is 
the longest 
The middle crayon is shortest 
The top crayon is longer than the  
bottom crayon 
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3  Draw lines to show  
which book is tallest  
and which is shortest 

4  Draw lines to show  
which fork is longest  
and which is shortest 

5  Read the clues 

Then color the boats 

The blue boat is shortest 

The red boat is longer  
than the yellow boat 

tallest shortest

shortest

longest


